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CONNEXION OF NATIONAL LEVELLING NETWOBKS

The "beginning of the second half of this century was characterized

by the attainment of independence by a large number of African countries.

They soon realized that to face certain problems they would have to

form regional or intra-African organizations. That is how the Conseil

d.1 Entente, the Joint Afro-Malagasy Organization (OGAM), the Organiza

tion of African Unity (OAU), the .Central African Economic and Customs

Union (UDEAC) etc. came into being. Their purpose was to ensure closer

politioal or economic links among member countries.

This should also apply to the field of cartography at a time when

projects dealing with development work or study; frequently concern a

number of States, asfin the case of the projects connected with the

River Senegal, the Lake Chad Basin, and the measurement of the arc along

the 12th parallel. The study and implementation of some of these pro

jects can be successfully achieved only with a thorough knowledge of

the areas which is generally acquired as a result of more or less large-

scale topographical surveying.

Surveying, however, requires the-availability of basic ground data -

planimetric data (geodetic or astronomical) and altimetrio data, the

latter constitute precise levelling networks.

If planimetric data can be obtained by means of more or less

independent networks, such as local triangulation chains based on an

astronomical station, this does not always apply to altitude data. The

origin of the latter (zero) is usually a reference surface (datum) con

nected with the tides and defined as "mean sea level". As the altitudes

are then obtained, step by step, by precise level lines observed by

levelling instrument it is essential that each circuit thus made should

be controlled by a "closing", either on a bench-mark on the sea-coast,

connected with the reference datum, or on the bench-mark of a previously

observed, closed and adjusted circuit.

Ihese circuits define precise levelling networks which generally

follow communication lines: roads, railways, oanals. On frontiers,
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these communication lines constitute the principal routes for trading

"between adjoining countries, and hence offer connexion possibilities

for the levelling networks of the countries concerned.

It does not seem logical that a State should establish a network

oomprising many hanging lines (obviously not "closed" and therefore

poorly controlled) running to the frontiers, and that an adjoining State

should do the same thing, without a comparison of the results of observa

tions on the frontiers, when the two adjoining reference points lie

only a few hundred or tens of metres on either side of a mere wooden

Customs barrier.

A study of the pattern of the precise levelling networks which

crossFrenoh—speaking Africa reveals.the long sections,stretching from>

the Gulf of Guinea or Brazzaville to the Mediterranean coast of the

Maghreb, and from Cap-Vert to the very heart of Africa, on the Sudan- ■

Chad: border. :-:■<■'. ■.-.<.

Yet there are many isolated nets unconnected with the general net

work, and these consist in particular of English-speaking States. It

can also be observed that many sections follow the frontier for hundreds

of kilometres, without however connecting the adjoining countries.

It is manifestly desirable to link these various levelling networks

so as to reach a homogeneous definition of the altitude (or heights)

on either side of a border where surveying work concerning each of the

adjoining States is liable to be undertaken any day.

The'desirability of conducting a study of the entire African

continent is no less evident, particularly a comparison of the different

datums used for levelling, whether at Tunis, Dakar, Capetown or Djibouti,

The ideal thing would be that all African States should reach a

general agreement on the principle, and that frontiers should be open

to the officials responsible for topographical work, after brief consulta

tions among the governments of the adjoining countries. On the subject

of heights successive connexions would be ensured between one State
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and another (each government would, of course, carry out its own observa-

| tions), and the whole of Africa, from east to west and from north to

south, would be crisscrossed by gigantic networks extending over thousands

• of kilometres. In the past, difficulties have arisen in the matter

of these connexions (closed frontiers and different measurement units).

Some difficulties are likely to recur, and it is for the Tunis Conference

to devise possibilities of agreement and co-operation in dealing with

this matter.




